
Light and Crisp % abvTap #
Mango Seltzer An assertively effervescent, clean hard seltzer with a bright mango flavor 5.4 1

Paradise Pils A very pale, crisp, sessionable Pilsner with great noble hope flavor and aroma and a clean 
finish

4.5 13

Hapless Wanderer A traditional Helles style lager that is crisp, clean, and refreshing 4.5 2

Blood Orange Gose A sour wheat ale with sea salt and natural Blood Orange flavor 5.0 15

Hoppy
T-Rail Pale Ale An amber colored American pale ale, medium-bodied, with well-balanced malt and hop 

flavor, a hoppy aroma, and crisp finish
5.3 8

Overbite IPA An American IPA with big malt character giving perfect balance to the abundance of 
Pacific Northwest hops

7.5 14

Perseverance Pale Ale Very pale and slightly hazy, hopped with Mosaic, El Dorado, and Ekuanot cryo hops. 
Intense hop aroma and flavor with minimal bitterness.

5.2 6

Hopstash IPA A pale, dry, and crushable IPA, hopped with Chinook, Cascade, and Azacca for a hoppy, 
citrus aroma and flavor

6.2 5

Lupulin Daydreams IPA This hazy IPA has intense tropical fruit, juicy citrus, and resinous hop notes from the 
ridiculous amounts of Mosaic and Amarillo hops and lupulin powder

6.0 10

Malty
Shermanator This Doppelbock has rich malt flavors with low hop bitterness, is quite full-bodied with 

some alcoholic strength apparent and noticeable fruitiness
8.6 12

Rebel Red Lager A full-bodied malty lager with a nice toasty malt and biscuit flavor along with a mellow, 
slight noble hop flavor

5.6 3

Dark and Roasty
Slack Tub Stout (Nitro) Dark and roasty, with a touch of molasses and a silky smooth finish due to the generous 

helping of oatmeal in the grist
4.7 16

Plowshare Porter A cutting edge American Porter with plenty of chocolate malt and a shovel full of hops 5.7 9

Born and Bred Stout A full-bodied roasty stout with notes of chocolate, espresso, and pumpernickel. Made 
exclusively with PA grown and malted grains.

5.1 11

Seasonal/Specialty
No Socks IPA A West Coast style Double IPA, very pale in color, and hopped with Chinook, Cascade, 

Eldorado, and Eureka. It finishes dry and hoppy
8.0 4

Feierabend (Beer:30) A golden German lager with a slight sweet honey and malt aroma and a well balanced 
blend of malt and noble hop flavor

6.2 7

Coming Soon
Spring Enigma IPA This version of the Enigma IPA features mango and habanero peppers for a tropical fruit 

flavor and aroma with a slight kick of spice flavor in the finish
6.3

OFBC Cider A perfect balance of tartness, crispness, and sweetness using local apples from Dries 
Orchards

6.0

Interested in trying a sample? We offer 5 oz flights!              SCAN FOR FOOD MENU
Wine - Allegro PA SPIRITS
Riesling Tequila- Hidden Still

Chardonnay Vodka- Faber

Cabernet Sauvignon GIn- Hidden Still

Beauregard's Rum- Hidden Still

Meadery Spiced Rum- Hidden Still

Harvest Spice Bourbon- Hidden Still

Blood Orange


